2009-2012 UVA E-Cup Competition Award Winners

Awards

- First place: Advanced Marine, School of Engineering and Applied Science (Adam Malcom, Scott Kasen)
- Second place: Rheo Logic, Health System (Will Mauldin and team)
- Third place: Cspot, McIntire School of Commerce (Ashley Eidson, Cesar Devers of Princeton University, William Kelly of Virginia Tech)
- Honorable mentions: Moverang, Curry School of Education (Clinton D. Webb); KaioTeas.com, Darden School of Business (Georgi Yanchev); PetroHedge, School of Law (Brian Coppola, Clinton Dockery)

Judges

- Kirby Farrell
- Carolyn Frazier
- Rick Kulow
- Kevin Sidders

News